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The ALADINThe ALADIN--Climate model domain and Climate model domain and 
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ALADINALADIN--Climate integrationsClimate integrations
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TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE ((ALADIN ALADIN –– CRU [CRU [ooC]) C]) 
Difference of annual mean temperature

1961 1961 -- 19901990

10 km; LBC: ERA-40

25 km; LBC: ERA-40

10 km; LBC: ARPEGE



PRECIPITATION  PRECIPITATION  ((((ALADIN ALADIN –– CRU)/CRU [%]) CRU)/CRU [%]) 
Annual relative difference of precipitation

1961 1961 -- 19901990

10 km; LBC: ERA-40

25 km; LBC: ERA-40

10 km; LBC: ARPEGE



Summary of the results for the pastSummary of the results for the past
•• TemperatureTemperature: : 

-- The model is The model is too coldtoo cold

-- ”LBC: ARPEGE ” closest to the observations”LBC: ARPEGE ” closest to the observations

•• PrecipitationPrecipitation::

-- The model is The model is too wettoo wet

•• Issues:Issues:

–– Perfect boundaries are not betterPerfect boundaries are not better

–– Higher resolution is not betterHigher resolution is not better

–– Spurious noise along the boundaries for the 10km Spurious noise along the boundaries for the 10km 
version (version (too small domaintoo small domain!)!)



FUTUREFUTURE
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Difference of seasonal mean temperatureDifference of seasonal mean temperature [[ooC]C]
reference period: 1961reference period: 1961--19901990
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Difference of seasonal mean temperatureDifference of seasonal mean temperature [[ooC]C]
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Climatological annual cycle of temperature over HungaryClimatological annual cycle of temperature over Hungary
((19611961--19901990; ; 20212021--20502050; ; 20712071--21002100) ) 



Annual relative difference of precipitationAnnual relative difference of precipitation [%][%]
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Seasonal relative difference of precipitationSeasonal relative difference of precipitation [%][%]
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Seasonal relative difference of precipitationSeasonal relative difference of precipitation [%][%]
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Temporal evolution of the annual precipitation relative Temporal evolution of the annual precipitation relative 
difference [difference [%%] ] –– reference period: 1961reference period: 1961--1990 1990 

((19611961--19901990; ; 20212021--20502050; ; 20712071--21002100) ) 



Climatological annual cycle of precipitation over HungaryClimatological annual cycle of precipitation over Hungary
((19611961--19901990; ; 20212021--20502050; ; 20712071--21002100) ) 



Summary of the results for the futureSummary of the results for the future

•• Temperature:Temperature:

-- Significant warming trendSignificant warming trend

-- Strongest temperature increase in summerStrongest temperature increase in summer

•• PrecipitationPrecipitation::

-- Basically no change of annual precipitation Basically no change of annual precipitation 

amount,  amount,  BUT BUT changes in its annual changes in its annual 

distribution distribution (significant only for the summer  (significant only for the summer  

drying for the end of the century)drying for the end of the century)



Some points for discussionSome points for discussion
•• How to quantify the model errors for the past How to quantify the model errors for the past 

(perfect LBCs vs. LBCs from the global models)?(perfect LBCs vs. LBCs from the global models)?

•• How the deficiencies of the model for the past can How the deficiencies of the model for the past can 
be used for objectively „correcting” the simulations be used for objectively „correcting” the simulations 
for the future?for the future?

•• Can perfectly tuned models for the past provide Can perfectly tuned models for the past provide 
„perfect” climate scenarios?„perfect” climate scenarios?

•• Large sensitivity to the resolution and domain size Large sensitivity to the resolution and domain size 
(problems with too small domains and too high (problems with too small domains and too high 
resolution)resolution)



Conclusions, further workConclusions, further work

•• The regional climate models are available for the The regional climate models are available for the 
„prediction” of climate change (strong pressure „prediction” of climate change (strong pressure 
on their application)on their application)

•• Sensitivity experiments for finding the optimal Sensitivity experiments for finding the optimal 
domain size for the Carpathian Basin domain size for the Carpathian Basin 

•• Further improvements of the model (physics)?Further improvements of the model (physics)?

•• Correction of the results based on past Correction of the results based on past 
experienceexperiencess
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